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Excerpts from the booklet ‘This Will Change
your life’ by Sam Doherty
When you as a Christian understand this
truth that God is sovereign and in complete
control, and especially as you truly and really believe this truth, there will be at least six
LIFE-CHANGING RESULTS and consequences in your life.
1. CONTENTMENT. God gave you your body and personality
when He created you in your mother’s womb, (Psalm 139:1316). Be content with what you have, improve it by all means, but
do not be jealous of others.
2. PEACE. You will have complete peace concerning the
circumstances in your life. (Isaiah 26:3). God is in control of ALL
those circumstances. He has either sent them into your life, or
He has given permission for them to come. But in either case He
is in control; and you can be sure that those circumstances are
there for your good and for your blessing (Romans 8:28).
● Why then should you be confused about what is happening?
● Why should you feel bitter?
● Why should you complain?
● Why should you quit?
There will be many times when you do not understand why
something is happening to you or to someone else, or in the
world; but when you believe that God is in control you can have
peace and be able to leave the situation completely in His hands.
Always remember that God is not only sovereign; He is also
wise, and knows exactly what He is doing (Romans. 11:33, 34)
3. TRUST. You will be able to trust God completely - both for
the present and for the future. The Word of God says, over and
over again, that, because God is in complete control, NOTHING
IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR HIM—and that literally means NOTHING.
(Matthew 19:26; Luke 1:37).Take up your Bible and read the
fortieth chapter of the book of Isaiah to strengthen your belief and
trust in a God Who can do anything..

In a further development of this ministry to help children’s workers, a
series of 52 8 page booklets written by Dr Sam Doherty has been
produced. Many have found the booklets to be a rich treasure of biblical
truths and applications.
Sam writes: “In the early part of 2013 God laid it on my heart to start a
new project to help ‘teens, twenties and teachers’ especially those connected with Child Evangelism Fellowship. The purpose of CEF is to
reach children with the gospel and we have lots of publications to help
us do that. In addition we also need to minister, in our follow-up programme, to those we reached as children and have now become ‘teens
(saved and unsaved) and twenties’. We also need to provide as much help
as we can to our teachers, our CYIA and Youth Challenge members, and
our summer missionaries to help them in their lives and ministries. Each
of these 52 booklets deal with ONE special topic which I believe could
be of help to one or more of these three groups. These short booklets are
both readable and attractive, bringing insights from God’s Word that
will both challenge and instruct those who read them.”
The booklets are available in English in printed and digital formats.
Earlier this year we offered to those who would
use them a one time only print offer. This
resulted in over 3 million being requested from
almost 60 places. So far we
have been able to print and distribute 520,000 at a cost of
Booklets ready for shipping
£18,000. Our good friend Eddie
Bell did most of the work in preparing the books for
shipping. We are trusting that God will supply an additional £80,000 in order to fulfil all requests. We have
also received requests to have some of the booklets
translated and printed in Spanish, Polish, Serbian, and
Khmer.
The start of a long journey!
In addition to the printed booklets many have been able to use them in
digital format. Access to these formats is by a USB card (see above) and
our web site online www.CEFBookMinistry.com/Booklets. We believe
that these booklets will have great impact on the work of reaching
children with the Gospel around the world.
Pray that as each booklet is read; God will reveal the truth and principles
so that many will treasure these in their hearts.

